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Screen Printing Package
A Profitable Business Opportunity

Screen printing is the art of printing text and images on
flexible and ridged material eg. textile paper board glass pvc and
bottles.
It is a creative profession which need creative professionals.
When handled with integrity it is a profitable and fulfilling business
This profession like many other carries with it great responsibility in
capturing the specification of clients who are branding their products or
running sale campaigns.

BACKGROUND TO THE PROCESS
Silkscreening, or serigraphy as it is more professionally known, had its
origin in the ancient craft of stenciling. The stencil process involves the
use of a mask through which ink is applied with a brush or other, , (as
is still done today in the labeling of boxes and cartons with a lettering
stencil). The chief drawback of this process is that nature of the stencil
requires that all its parts should be joined together to prevent it falling
apart. It is for this reason that the island” areas of the stencil are held
in position by means of “bridges”.
It was the Japanese who perfected a method of holding the floating
shapes of the stencil in place with fine silk threads or human hair. The
hairs were adhered to the stencil at intervals of about one centimeter
and were stretched across a wooden frame. The stencil was often cut
in duplicate, with the two copies glued face to face, sandwiching the
hair net
between them. Dye was then dabbed through the open areas with a
stiff brush. Much later the hairs were replaced with silk mesh - hence
the silkscreen” — and the brush was replaced with a rubber squeegee
forced the ink through the exposed areas in the stencil covered
printing surface. The use of the squeegee permitted a uniform deposit
of ink on the printing surface. To-day nylon fabrics have replaced the
use of silk but the process is .........
APPLICATION OF SCREEN PRINTING
With Screen Printing You Will Be Able To Do The Following:
T-shirt Printing, Textile Printing, Cap Printing, Bag Printing, Corex
Board, Printing, Number Plate Printing, Banner Printing, Corporate
Branding.
All of the above will be discussed in detail during the Training Session
at you premises after purchasing your Screen Printing Package.
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Automated Screen Printing Machine
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